S-phase and M-phase timing are under independent circadian control in the dinoflagellate Lingulodinium.
In many phytoplankton species, cell division (mitosis) usually occurs at defined times of day. This timing is also observed under constant conditions, indicating that it is regulated by a circadian clock rather than by a simple response to the light-dark cycle. For those algae with cell cycles longer than a day, the clock opens a window of opportunity for mitosis at a particular time of day through which cells in an appropriate phase of the cell cycle can pass. Although the timing of mitosis is generally studied due to ease of measurement, for some phytoplankton the timing of S-phase is also circadian. This thus raises the possibility that mitosis is not directly gated by the clock but occurs instead at a defined interval (a constant G2 length) following a circadian controlled S-phase. To determine if the clock exercises independent control over the timing of both S- and M-phase, we measured the timing of both S- and M-phase in cultures of the dinoflagellate Lingulodinium grown under a variety of different photoperiods. We interpret the phase angles of both rhythms, in particular those resulting in a change in the length of G2, as an indication that the clock independently regulates the timing of S-phase and mitosis.